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Letter from the Sponsors
On behalf of Virginia’s Office of the Secretary of Transportation and the Virginia Port Authority‐
sponsored Hampton Roads Freight Transportation Advisory Committee, thank you to all who
participated in the Virginia Freight Transportation Roundtable on December 5th, 2012. The event was
held on the first morning of the 2012 Virginia Governor’s Transportation Conference at the Sheraton
Premiere Hotel in Tysons Corner.
The roundtable brought together key business, legislative and transportation policy leaders, and was an
opportunity for freight stakeholders to speak one‐on‐one about the freight transportation issues and
needs that are vital to the economic health and growth of their business or organization.
The federal government enacted the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP‐21) ‐
Transforming the Way We Build, Maintain, and Manage Our Nation's Highways transportation bill in
2012. This bill for the first time highlights the significance of moving freight and its critical link to the
nation’s economy, and encourages each state to develop a statewide freight plan and freight advisory
committee.
Virginia state officials have determined that it is in the state’s best interest to go beyond “complying”
with the legislation; and believe that the Commonwealth needs to be “cutting edge” in developing
performance‐based policies and processes to leverage Virginia’s economic opportunities.
The roundtable was educational and productive, as Virginia’s lawmakers, transportation agencies and
business leaders affected by transportation decisions collectively weighed‐in on the needs, approaches
and considerations that freight plans and policies should contain. We were honoured to have you share
your experiences and perspective in order to assist the Commonwealth of Virginia in taking a leading
position on developing transportation policies and programs to spur economic growth through MAP‐21.
This report outlines the themes and ideas that were discussed during the freight roundtable
conversation, and provides insight for how to move forward. The information gathered from the
roundtable will be used to assist in developing Virginia’s Statewide Freight Plan and Virginia’s Freight
Transportation Advisory Committee.
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Overview
As transportation officials and experts from around Virginia gathered at the 2012 Governor’s
Transportation Conference: Opportunities in Motion on December 5‐7, 2012, in Tysons Corner, Virginia,
stakeholders invested in the Commonwealth’s freight transportation needs gathered for a roundtable
meeting focused on freight issues and discussing solutions for the challenges faced by industry in an
expanding and volatile global economy. The new federal transportation bill, MAP‐21, makes the issue
particularly timely for this year’s freight event.
The 2012 Virginia Freight Transportation Roundtable was co‐hosted by the Office of the Secretary of
Transportation, VDOT’s Office of Intermodal Planning and Investment (OIPI), the Hampton Roads Freight
Transportation Advisory Committee (FTAC), and the Virginia Port Authority (VPA).
In addition to representatives from the host organizations, approximately 45 attendees were present,
including representatives from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT), the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), the
OIPI Multimodal Work Group, the VDOT Office of Transportation Public‐Private Partnerships, and the
Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT).
Representatives of several Metropolitan Planning Organizations were in attendance, including the
Richmond Regional Planning District Commission, the New River Valley Planning District Commission,
and the Crater Planning District Commission.
Providing a unique perspective on the freight transportation needs of companies that use freight in
Virginia were representatives from Huntington Ingalls Industries/Newport News Shipbuilding, Givens
Transportation, The CrossGlobe Group, Perdue, APM Terminals, and CSX Transportation.

Agenda
Virginia Freight Transportation Roundtable
December 5th, 2012
Sheraton Premiere Tysons Corner
10:00

Welcome: David Tyeryar, Deputy Secretary of Transportation

10:15

MAP‐21 Overview: Dr. Mary Lynn Tischer, FHWA

10:30

Virginia Freight Planning: Jeff Florin, VPA

10:45

Facilitated Working Session: Bill Bell and Andy Hecker, HRTPO FTAC

12:00

Close: David Tyeryar
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Background
A freight‐focused event was also held at the 2011 Governor’s Transportation Conference, and was
mostly informational in nature. This year’s event was aimed at developing a plan of action for moving
Virginia forward through the provisions and policies set forth in the new federal transportation
legislation. Virginia takes the view that economic vitality is critical,
and efficient movement of goods plays an important role.
Incorporating and highlighting freight movement into
transportation planning, policy and funding is a staple of Virginia’s
transportation efforts.
Deputy Secretary of Transportation David Tyeryar kicked off the
freight roundtable breakfast, emphasizing its importance in the
advancement of funding freight projects in Virginia. In order to
assist the federal government with setting priorities for a national
freight network, state policy makers need to hear from the
private sector about their own needs. The roundtable is just one
the state’s efforts to garner interest in the private sector’s
involvement in this process.
The nation’s freight infrastructure is vital to securing America’s
economic future and maintaining our competitiveness in world
markets. The same applies to infrastructure in the
Commonwealth of Virginia, where approximately 500 million tons
and $481 billion worth of freight move through the state each
year and more than 30% of direct employment comes from
freight movement. The Port of Virginia and the extensive
distribution center network in the state make freight especially
important to the state.

“Freight businesses should
lobby for what key projects
they need to all levels of
elected officials.”
– David Tyeryar
Deputy Secretary of
Transportation
Commonwealth of Virginia

The Commonwealth’s pro‐business climate make it an attractive
location for companies to consider basing their operations, and it has been recognized as one of the
best states for business by CNBC, Forbes, Governing Magazine, and other top industry analysts for
several years running. These accolades are based on Virginia’s cost of doing business, cost of living, the
regulatory climate, and an educated workforce, among other factors, including its transportation
system. Maintaining and improving its roads, bridges, railways and marine highway corridors is crucial
to Virginia’s ability to recruit and retain businesses to operate in Virginia.
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Federal Transportation: MAP‐21
Discussion of the new federal transportation legislation, MAP‐21, began the roundtable session.
MAP‐21, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (P.L. 112‐141), was signed into law by
President Obama on July 6, 2012. Funding surface transportation programs at over $105 billion for FY
2013 and 2014, MAP‐21 is the first long‐term highway authorization enacted since 2005.
MAP‐21 is a milestone for the U.S. economy and the nation’s surface transportation program. By
transforming the policy and programmatic framework for investments to guide the system’s growth
and development, MAP‐21 creates a streamlined and performance‐based surface transportation
program and builds on many of the highway, transit, bike, and pedestrian programs and policies
established in 1991.
Dr. Mary Lynn Tischer, Director of the Federal Highway
Adminsitration (FHWA) Office of Transportation Policy
Studies, provided an overview of MAP‐21’s freight
provisions. She emphasized the bipartisan nature of the
legislation and said that FHWA was pleased at the bill’s
significant freight component, which shows that our nation’s
leaders are focused on improving the nation’s economic
health by developing a transportation system that provides
for reliable and timely goods movement.
MAP‐21’s freight provisions and performance measures are
designed to improve the condition and performance of the
national freight network and support investment in freight‐
related surface transportation projects. However, Dr. Tischer
remarked that the rules including designating which
projects are “freight projects” are still being developed
even after the bill’s passage, therefore, states have the
opportunity to influence further legislation to meet their
own needs.

“DOT has already started
having meetings with
stakeholders. States will
determine goals, and the
federal government will advise
on how they are measured. We
are seeking input from
everyone.”
– Dr. Mary Lynn Tischer
FHWA

The legislation gives states more input on obtaining federal
funding for freight transportation projects than in previous bills. MAP‐21 recommends that states
develop State Freight Advisory Committees and Statewide Freight Plans, which are required in order to
seek the higher federal share for freight projects. The State Freight Plans will contribute to the
development of a National Freight Strategic Plan written by the U.S. DOT and updated every five years.
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MAP‐21 Freight Provisions
The following are the main freight provisions in the bill, as outlined by FHWA:

National freight policy
Establishes a policy to improve the condition and performance of the national freight network to
provide the foundation for the United States to compete in the global economy and achieve goals
related to economic competitiveness and efficiency; congestion; productivity; safety, security, and
resilience of freight movement; infrastructure condition; use of advanced technology; performance,
innovation, competition, and accountability in the operation and maintenance of the network; and
environmental impacts.

National freight network
Requires DOT to establish a national freight network to assist States in strategically directing resources
toward improved movement of freight on highways. The national freight network will consist of three
components:
(1) A primary freight network (PFN), as designated by the Secretary,
(2) Any portions of the Interstate System not designated as part of the PFN, and
(3) Critical rural freight corridors.
DOT must designate the PFN within one year of enactment of MAP‐21. When initially designated, the
PFN may contain a maximum of 27,000 centerline miles of existing roadways that are most critical to
freight movement. DOT may add to the PFN up to 3,000 additional centerline miles of roads critical to
future efficient movement of goods on the PFN. States will designate the critical rural freight corridors
using criteria contained in MAP‐21.

National freight strategic plan
Directs DOT to, within three years of enactment of MAP‐21, develop a national freight strategic plan in
consultation with States and other stakeholders, and to update the plan every five years. The plan must








Assess the condition and performance of the national freight network;
Identify highway bottlenecks that cause significant freight congestion;
Forecast freight volumes;
Identify major trade gateways and national freight corridors;
Assess barriers to improved freight transportation performance;
Identify routes providing access to energy areas;
Identify best practices for improving the performance of the national freight network and
mitigating the impacts of freight movement on communities; and
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Provide a process for addressing multistate projects and strategies to improve freight
intermodal connectivity.

Freight data, planning, and reporting
Directs DOT to develop or improve data and tools to support an outcome‐oriented, performance‐based
approach to evaluating proposed transportation projects.
Directs DOT to consider improvements to existing freight flow data collection.

Freight conditions and performance report
Requires DOT to prepare a biennial report describing the condition and performance of the national
freight network.

Prioritization of projects to improve freight movement
Authorizes DOT to allow a maximum Federal share of 95% for an Interstate System project (or of 90%
for a non‐Interstate System project) if the project makes a demonstrable improvement in the efficiency
of freight movement and is identified in a State freight plan (as described in section 1118 of MAP‐21).

State freight advisory committees and freight plans
Requires DOT to encourage each State to establish a freight advisory committee composed of a
representative cross‐section of public‐ and private‐sector freight stakeholders.
Requires DOT to encourage each State to develop a comprehensive plan for its immediate and long‐
range freight‐related planning and investment.

Changes in freight eligibility under grant and loan programs
STP: Provides eligibility for truck parking and surface transportation infrastructure improvements in port
terminals for direct intermodal interchange, transfer, and port access.
HSIP: Offers eligibility for truck parking.
CMAQ: Allows use of funds for a project or program to establish electric vehicle charging stations or
natural gas vehicle refueling stations.
Projects of National and Regional Significance (PNRS): Continues program with some changes.
TIFIA: Restricts use of loans for freight rail projects to direct intermodal transfer.

Jason's Law
Makes construction of safety rest areas, commercial motor vehicle (CMV) parking facilities, electric
vehicle and natural gas vehicle infrastructure eligible for Federal funding. Requires DOT to survey States
within 18 months of enactment regarding their CMV traffic and capability to provide CMV parking. DOT
must periodically update this survey, and must post the results on DOT's website.
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Compilation and Study of Truck Size and Weight Limits
Requires DOT, in consultation with States and other relevant Federal agencies, to report to Congress
within two years of enactment on a comprehensive study of truck size and weight limits.
Requires DOT to report to Congress within two years of enactment on a compilation of State limitations
on the size and weight of trucks that may travel on the National Highway System.

Idle Reduction Technology
Raises the truck weight exemption for idle reduction equipment from 400 to 550 lbs.

Special Permits During Periods of National Emergency
Allows States to issue divisible load permits to overweight trucks exclusively carrying relief supplies for
up to 120 days following a Presidential declaration of a major disaster.

Metropolitan and Statewide Planning
Continues ability for freight shippers and providers of freight transportation services to participate in
metropolitan and Statewide transportation planning processes.
Continues requirement that planning processes provide for consideration of projects and strategies to
increase the accessibility and mobility of people and for freight; and enhance the integration and
connectivity of the transportation system, across and between modes, for people and freight.
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Virginia Freight Planning
The importance of funding infrastructure for freight transportation in the Commonwealth of Virginia
cannot be overstated. Home to state‐of‐the‐art marine terminals, intermodal connections, Class 1
railroads and an extensive network of distribution centers, Virginia has the opportunity to grow its
economy through freight movement by developing innovative policies that link public investments to
the business community. Coordinating economic development planning and funding with transportation
policy is necessary to facilitate economic growth throughout the Commonwealth.
Mr. Jeff Florin, Chief Operating Officer and Deputy
Executive Director of Operations at the Virginia Port
Authority, spoke to the roundtable attendees in his role as
the Chairman of the VDOT Office of Intermodal Planning
and Investment’s (OIPI) Multimodal Transportation
Working Group’s (MMWG) Freight Subcommittee.
The OIPI is located within the Office of the Secretary of
Transportation and was created in 2002 to encourage the
coordination of multimodal and intermodal planning across
the various transportation modes within the
Commonwealth.
The
MMWG
brings
together
representatives from all the Virginia transportation
agencies to coordinate the development of VTRANS, the
Commonwealth’s statewide long‐range plan. By linking all
the agencies’ plans into one, VTRANS provides a blueprint
of Virginia's transportation future through performance‐
based planning. Treating and funding Virginia’s
transportation infrastructure as an interconnected system
is vital to moving freight through different modes.

“Optimizing the state’s
transportation system will
improve the movement of both
people and goods.”
– Jeff Florin
Virginia Port Authority

Mr. Florin’s talk focused on making freight issues a priority for legislators and policymakers in order to
create more road, rail and barge capacity to move freight inland from the Port of Virginia. Virginia is
uniquely positioned to benefit from the anticipated shifts in global trade patterns through its 50‐foot
channels, unobstructed water access, and robust network of road, rail, and marine highways. The Port’s
dual‐rail access from Norfolk Southern and CSX transportation moves double‐stacked cargo container
trains to Midwest markets at increasing rates, and will grow further with the expansion of the Panama
Canal and larger ships coming into the Port. As the Port’s cargo throughput grows, so does its need for
improved freight transportation infrastructure. Investment in the transportation infrastructure the U.S.
economy relies upon to participate in international trade cannot stop at the water’s edge.
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Facilitated Roundtable Working Session
The roundtable attendees were encouraged by the facilitators – Andy Hecker from FTAC/Moffatt &
Nichol and Bill Bell from FTAC/Huntington Ingalls Industries – for open, honest, and vocal comments on
their issues and needs their businesses face in terms of freight. As Virginia focuses on economic growth
through utilizing performance‐based freight transportation planning, policy and law makers must hear
from those whose businesses are dependent on the movement of freight.
Through this discussion, the state is seeking information from the private sector, including:





The importance that seamless transportation has in your business.
Transportation needs that would support economic opportunities.
How private sector businesses measure freight transportation’s impact such as; cost, reliability,
access, consistency, and modal options.
Opinion on key considerations that policy and lawmakers should keep at the forefront.

The following topics were covered in the roundtable discussion:






Identifying Freight Transportation Needs
Prioritizing Freight Transportation Needs
Moving Freight via Intermodal and Multi‐State Corridors
Selling the Benefits of Freight Growing Virginia’s Economy through Freight Transportation
Virginia Freight Transportation Advisory Committee

This report provides an overview of the working session and next steps for the state to move forward.
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Identifying Freight Transportation Needs
How can limited funding resources be allocated most effectively?
The roundtable discussion turned to the issue of states’ need for a flexible Statewide Freight Plan, to
provide to FHWA for inclusion in the National Freight Plan, where overall objectives are achieved
without limiting the ability to plan individual projects and reprioritize needs as events unfold. It is vital
for this national plan to identify a dedicated funding source for intermodal transportation infrastructure
needs, specifically those of rail, ports, maritime highways, and multi‐state freight corridors.
Since it is predicted that transportation funding resources
are and will continue to be limited, prioritizing projects
correctly is critical. While common to let projects that assist
in relieving commuter congestion take higher priority,
legislators and policy makers must focus on the economic
growth and expansion that will come from projects designed
to move freight more efficiently. Completing projects that
are vital to the movement of freight will create jobs, provide
more opportunity for business development, and deliver
economic benefits to the regions and states where they are
located.
“Stop talking about projects
Stakeholders at the freight roundtable discussed the
and start talking about
necessity of viewing transportation infrastructure as a
systems.”
“system.” Although funding limitations mean that
completing all projects that are deemed critical is next to
– Tony Kinn
impossible, the importance of focusing on projects that are
VDOT Office of Public Private
part of a greater system, and thus that will have widespread
Partnerships
economic impact, cannot be understated. Projects that will
speed the movement of freight, and in most cases relieve
commuter congestion at the same time, should be
prioritized higher than those with limited benefits to the
greater economy and public good. This includes rail improvements that are part of larger projects
which are impractical to fund all at once but that will have incremental benefits to freight movement.
“Systems” of infrastructure and limited funding resources will require the cooperation of the entire
freight community coming together to support needed transportation improvements. Representatives
from Givens Transportation, a Chesapeake, Virginia based trucking company, mentioned the importance
of thinking about a freight project’s success based on the end user – which is everybody – and relaying
that message to the public effectively.
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Prioritizing Freight Transportation Needs
What criteria should the federal government use to evaluate projects?
In today’s economy, finding resources for funding transportation projects, even ones that have been
deemed critical for businesses and commuters, is an ever‐increasing challenge. The MAP‐21 legislation
currently leaves much of the rule‐making for projects related to freight up to the states, but falls short of
providing a dedicated funding source for freight projects.
While the FHWA is in the process of gathering stakeholder
input on specific criteria to use in evaluating projects, at this
time, if a state wants to get a higher federal share of a freight
project, it will be looked at on a project‐by‐project basis. In
order to be considered for federal funding, projects must be
included in the Statewide Freight Plan and must include
quantitative analysis on the effects of what would happen to
the system if the project was or was not funded. If a project is
found to make a demonstrable improvement in the efficiency
of freight movement, the states have the possibility of
receiving up to 95% federal funding for an Interstate System
project (90% for a non‐Interstate System project).
MAP‐21 also allows federal funding for freight projects that are
designated as part of a Primary Freight Network (PFN), criteria
for which is still being developed. This gives states the
opportunity to take the lead on determining which projects are
critical, and gives Virginia in particular the opportunity to help
set the evaluation rules.
The group agreed that the criteria for prioritizing projects need
to be objective, with politics taken out of the equation as much
as possible. Considerations must be made for the following:

“What Virginia has to offer
freight users is its
discretionary cargo port.
Although not in a population‐
dense part of the country, the
Port can move freight
economically and efficiently
to markets around the U.S.
via its on‐dock rail and barge
service.”
–Robert Yarlott
CSX Transportation

1. Where freight originates from, where it goes, and
where growth can be achieved regardless of population
(i.e. corridors with origins or destinations located near
manufacturing, farming, business, and distribution center operations).
2. The economic contribution of investing in connections between ports and distribution centers.
3. The economic contribution of multi‐state freight transportation corridors.
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Moving Freight via Intermodal and Multi‐State Corridors
Should Virginia partner with other states to identify projects that benefit multiple states and modes?
One of the most difficult aspects of funding freight transportation projects is determining funding
formulas for transportation corridors that span two or more states. For instance, cargo containers, coal,
and bulk commodities may be imported through the Port of Virginia, and will travel along rail lines and
highways in Virginia, but the cargo’s final destination may be at an intermodal yard in Ohio or a
distribution center in Illinois. Since all involved states will be receiving an economic contribution
through this freight movement, it only seems fair to find a way for both states to help bear the cost of
the infrastructure’s development.
MAP‐21 partially eases this challenge by requiring the
establishment of a National Freight Network, the aim of
which is to assist states in strategically directing resources
toward improving freight movement on highways. The
National Freight Network will designate specific corridors
as critical for freight movement and available for federal
funding.
The first National Freight Plan will be the aggregation of 50
state plans. This brings up the matter of whether Virginia
should partner on aspects of its Statewide Freight Plan
with other states to address the issue of multi‐state freight
corridors. Coordinating with other states on the freight
sections of their plans may create an advantage for Virginia
in advancing federal funding decisions.

“Transportation infrastructure
is an investment, not a cost.”
–Sharon Clark
Perdue AgriBusiness

The CSX representative at the roundtable discussed the
matter of funding intermodal and multi‐state corridors,
using the Heartland Corridor and the National Gateway as
examples. These rail corridors allow double‐stack rail cars from the Port of Virginia to travel to the
Midwest and other previously untapped markets, and were paid for through a combination of federal,
multi‐state, and private funds.
The representative from CrossGlobe Group, a drayage, warehousing, distribution and transportation
company, brought up the question of marketing to emerging Southern markets rather than just focusing
on Midwest markets for discretionary cargo coming through the Port of Virginia. She stressed the need
for a plan to successfully solicit customers and move cargo to and from these growing population
centers. This will require working with other states to identify the benefits of moving cargo along multi‐
state corridors, for the benefit of both states.
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Selling the Benefits of Freight
How can freight stakeholders help the public understand the benefits of freight?
The freight roundtable discussion repeatedly turned to the topic of messaging and the public perception
of freight. This has long been an issue with transportation stakeholders in the Commonwealth and the
nation, as legislators and stakeholders are continually frustrated about how the public views freight.
Often, freight movement is framed in a negative manner – for instance by commuter frustration with
trucks, or with rail carrying cargo containers holding up a line of cars.
The consensus between the DRPT, VDOT, and private
business representatives at the freight roundtable was that
the desired messages about freight projects often get lost in
the public conversation about transportation. There tends to
be the general perception by the public that freight
movement only benefits private companies, such as
manufacturers, railroads, and retailers. Many people believe
that these large industries and companies can afford to build
the infrastructure that they need. However, the movement
of this freight brings benefits to people throughout the state
and around the nation, and should be paid for through a
variety of federal, state, and private funding sources.

“Transportation is not a
want, it is a need.”

The stakeholders agreed that all parties need to work
together to deliver a positive, cohesive message about the
–Keith Helton
benefits of projects that use public funding. This theme has
Givens Transportation
been prevalent in transportation circles in recent years, for
example through The University of Virginia’s Miller Center‐
produced report, “Are we there yet? Selling America on
Transportation.” The report examines ways that the
transportation community can “sell” the public on the importance of investing in transportation
infrastructure. It analyzes the often ineffective message that focuses on the risks associated with
crumbling infrastructure, and instead urges stakeholders to strike a more positive tone and emphasize
the economic benefits, including job creation and business development, of investing in transportation.
For many freight business leaders, the need for more funding for transportation projects is simple – the
nation cannot do without it, and it creates jobs. Representatives from Givens Transportation voiced
their opinion that transportation infrastructure is “not too far different from water and air. It’s a need,
not a want. And it all boils down to jobs.” They said that since railroads don’t back up to mom and pop
stores or food stores, trucks are here to stay.
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Growing Virginia’s Economy through Freight Transportation
How can funding transportation projects be used to leverage business growth?
Recruiting and retaining businesses in Virginia is critical to the economic success of the Commonwealth.
Currently, Virginia is ranked as the third best state in the nation in which to do business. Unfortunately,
the condition and capacity of Virginia’s highway system has failed to keep up with the growth in freight
movement, and some may say is hampering the ability of businesses to efficiently transport goods due
to congestion. Trends indicate that companies are avoiding or leaving the state because of deteriorating
infrastructure and the inability to get cargo from point A to B in a timely manner.
Ms. Janet Kavinoky from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
expressed her concern for businesses not choosing to locate
in or leaving Virginia, because not only does that mean
there are transportation needs in Virginia, it also means
that other states have less needs or are fixing theirs more
efficiently. Although difficult to measure, she said that the
Chamber of Commerce is continually asking cargo owners,
shippers, and manufacturers their opinions on 1) the
current state of infrastructure; 2) their quality of service –
safe, on time, timely movement of goods and people, and
3) their capacity to handle future growth. She indicated
that at this point, business performance in Virginia is
holding its own but not improving, and she hopes that the
measures taken through MAP‐21 may remedy that.

“Freight is not just retail goods;
it is also the freight involved in
services, military, agriculture
and manufacturing.”

The importance of jobs related to freight transportation
cannot go unnoticed when discussing business growth. The
–Janet Kavinoky
recent upswing in the economy has resulted in several large
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
distribution centers opening in Virginia in the past few
years, including Amazon and Green Mountain Coffee, which
is estimated to create approximately 800 new jobs.
However, comments at the freight roundtable from trucking
and rail representatives indicate that recruiting and retaining drivers and rail workers is difficult due to
the hard lifestyle that is the nature of the job. State‐or‐federally funded truck driver retention programs
may be able to provide some relief on this issue.
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Virginia State Freight Transportation Advisory Committee (VFTAC)
How can the Virginia freight community help influence policy?
Making Virginia freight transportation needs a legislative priority can occur through the creation of the
MAP‐21‐prescribed State Advisory Committee and Statewide Freight Plan. By advising on the creation
of a Statewide Freight Plan to incorporate into a national plan, Virginia may be able to get a lead on
federal funding opportunities and improve Virginia’s standing in the global economy.
The VFTAC may be able to take examples from the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning
Organization’s Freight Transportation Advisory Committee (FTAC), which was created in 2010 and is
sponsored by the Virginia Port Authority. The FTAC’s
membership is made up of one elected official and nine
representatives from private freight businesses. Since its
inception, the FTAC has had influence on the region’s
transportation planning process, including being
instrumental in measuring the economic vitality of projects
into the project prioritization tool.
The proposed Virginia Freight Transportation Advisory
Committee (VFTAC) will be overseen by the Office of the
Secretary of Transportation. Its membership will be made
up of approximately seven executives from the private
freight sector and representatives from state
transportation agencies. OIPI staff will assist in developing
policies and parameters to best utilize the state committee
and align its priorities with those of the federal
government. It is the states’ hope that this Committee
can be stood up in the next few months and can work to
get a Statewide Freight Plan funded and developed as
soon as possible. Virginia’s freight projects can then be
considered for federal funding in the next fiscal year.
The VFTAC should provide Virginia with an increased
ability to:




“At the end of the day, business
and government are realizing
there is not enough resources
to go around, so how can we
work together to advance both
of our interests?”
‐Bill Bell
Huntington Ingalls
Industries/Newport News
Shipbuilding

Support aligning transportation investment priorities to economic benefits related to businesses
and employment that rely on the movement of goods.
Leverage Virginia’s standing at the federal level regarding the freight provisions of MAP‐21.
Strengthen the link between transportation priorities and regional economic development and
land use decisions through the dissemination of committee activities to MPO’s and localities.
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Next Steps
The freight roundtable assisted in providing state transportation planners with the knowledge and
guidance necessary to take the next steps in complying with the new federal transportation legislation,
MAP‐21. The bill’s two‐year cycle gives states the opportunity to be involved in setting the rules,
formulas, criteria and provisions in anticipation of MAP‐21’s implementation and ongoing revision.
Gathering informally for a frank discussion on the needs of freight has given state transportation
planners insight into the expectations of industry representatives. By taking this insight to federal
policymakers, Virginia hopes to increase funding for freight transportation projects. Supporting
investments in these projects will ultimately help to grow the Commonwealth’s economy and attract
businesses to locate and work in Virginia.
The next steps Virginia plans to take in order to fully take advantage of MAP‐21 provisions are to:




Create a state freight advisory committee (VFTAC).
Fund and develop a Statewide Freight Plan.
Provide insight into MAP‐21 freight components for the next version of the bill.

The 2012 Virginia Freight Roundtable breakfast would not have been possible
without the support and coordination of several organizations, including: The
Office of the Secretary of Transportation, The Office of Intermodal Planning and
Investment, The Virginia Port Authority, the Hampton Roads Freight
Transportation Advisory Committee, and the organizers of the Governor’s
Transportation Conference.
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